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Abstract

A technique for measuring the decay of localized excite~
'
triplet states into the delocalized band states of a solid
utilizing the optical detection of electron spin coherence
de~cribed.

lS

Specifically, the use of optically detected elec-

tron spin-locking for measuring kinetic phenomena in the
presence

ot

fluctuating triplet spin sublevel populations is

presented and

illust~ated.

In addition, preliminary experi-

mental data is reported which yields the temperature dependence of the phonon assisted promotion of a localized isotopic
site to an energy equal to that associated with the ener_gies
of the host exciton band.
\

Finally, the data is analyzed in

terms of a kinetic model which relates the localized state's
rate of promotion and radiationless decay into the exciton
band states to explicit features of the exciton and phonon
band structure.

*Alfred

P. Sloan Fellow
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I.

. I-ntroduction
In an attempt to more fully'understand the long range
.

I

transfer of triplet excitation
via exciton band

1

energ~

between localized states

intermediates, an experimental approach has

been developed and employed

w~ich

the indirect transfer process, the

allows the first step in
pho~on ~ssisted

promotion

; of a localized excitation to a delocalized band state, ,to b,e
isolated and studied.

The technique which will be
. . .
·-'
. . 2-4
~ere involves' the optlcal detectlon
of the loss

pres~nted

of

elect~on

-

spln coherence of the localized excitation when the state is
5
spin locked in the rotating frame.
In addition, the first
experimental data on ·the temperature dependence of the :::>ate
of phonon assisted promotion of localized excitations to band
states is reported.

Finally, a model which includes t.he

exciton b~nd dispersion and ~ensity of states, phonon~l6calized
excitation interactions (including single phonon, Raman, and
multiple phonon processes), and the interaction of a localized
state-with the exciton band is presented a~d used to describe
the promotion pr_ocess and the radiationle,ss 'decay of the

-

pho~on

activated intermediate into the exciton band.

-

The importance of this initial step in the indirect
transfer proces~ cannot be underestimated, for it

ii

one of

the essential features which determi'nes whether or not thermal
equilibrium between delocalized band states and localized

2

;

states-can be achieved within the

~ifetime

of the excited

states and hence determines whether Boltzmann statistics
6
apply to excited solids at low temperatures. ' Furthermore,
the

kineti~s

.

'

.'

of the macroscopic transport of electronic

excitation energy in solids also depend in detail upon an
understanding of this s'tep, as well as upon t·he nature of
the exciton propagation (coherent vs. incoherent) in the
band.
II.

7-9'

Discussion
i

'·

The use of electron spin coherence tb study kinetic
phenomena associated with excited triplet states can be
understood by viewing two of the excited triplet state spin
sublevels in a reference frame rotating at 'the Larmer
'

~

frequency (the inte:r>action representation).

The laboratory

frame population of one of the two spin sublevels can be
represented as a

pseudomagnetizat~on

along the positive

z-axis of the rotating frame and the laboratory frame population of the,6ther spin sublevel is

relat~d

tization along the negative z-axis of

th~

to a pseudomagnerotatini frame.

has been shown that when the time-dependent density matrix
describing the dynamics of the el~ctron spin ensemble is
displayed through the electric-dipole transition moment
operator responsible for phosphorescencei the projection of
I

•

the magnetization onto the z-axis in the rotating. frame is

It
'

.

3

usually the only observable associatsd with a change ln the
·\.
.
.
.
2,10
intenslty of phosphorescent emlsslon.

Optically detected
in the

m~asurement

state to a

~lectron

spin coherence can be used

of·the rate of promotion of a localized

~elocalized

band state by-determining the contri-

"
bution'of the promotiori process to the loss of electron spin
,)

coherence when the spin ensemble is locked in the rotating
frame.

The loss of the spln locked pseudomagnetization, M,

as a. function of time,· t, can be given by the following.
equation
-KT

- Me

M(t)
L

t

lp

[1]

,0

.·

wher K

is the average of the rate constants for decay to the
Tl 11
ground state of the two spin sublevels involved, K pm
ls

the rate constant for longitudinal spin relaxation along the
spin locking field, and Kp is·the rate

cons~ant for the

phonon assisted promotion of localized states to delocalized
states.

The rate constant for the total decay of spin

coherence, KT_ , is the sum of these rate constants.
1p

.

.-'

Specifically by applying a Tr/2 microwave pulse to Qne
1

of the three zero-field transitions associated with an ensemble
of localized triplet states, two of the spin sublevel populations become saturated in the laboratory frame but are
still evolving coherently in time.

The pseudomagnetization

4

~n

the rotating frame is simply tilted goo into the x-y plane.

Spin locking 5 by phase shifting ,the applied microwave field

goo immediately after the n/2 pulse prevents the spin coherence
from being

lo~t

for a time

correspo~ding

to

T~p·

Tlp can be

measured by turning off the spin locking field and immediately

i

F

'

.-

restoring the ps~udbmagnetization to the z-axis by a final
.n/2 pulse having the same phase as the initial pulse and
measuring the resulti~g change in'th~ phosphorescence intensity
;

as a function of the-spin locked

time~

The uniqueness of spin locking to' the measurement. of
kinetic phenomena is that once

t~e

triplet

spi~

states have

been' locked in the x-y plane, any additional population
entering the ensemble of localized States at later times via
incohe~ent

processes

~uch

as intersystem crossing or

tr~pping

of delocalized band. states, . e,nters alc:mg the + or - z-axis of
the rotating frame because of the random phases of the entering
spins, relative to the spin locked ensemble.,

Consequently,

this addiiional population is driven by the microwave field
in a plane perpendicular to the x-y 'plane during the spin
lock period•

Th-e net effect is that this incoming population

results in an iricoherent disk of spins in a plane petpendicular
to the x-y plane and has no net pseudomagnetization along the
z-ax~s.

When the final

TT I

2 pulse is applied-, this disk is

/

tipped into the x-y plane and still has no net projection
along the rotating frame z-axis.

The result in the laboratory

•,

\

5

i~

frame

that any pbpulation entering the localized state

after the initial n/1 pulse is incoherently and equally
distributed between the two spin sublevels.

Hence, when the

final.n/2 pulse is applied to observe the spin locked population, there will be ·no chan·ge in the phosphorescence
intensity

duet~

the, non-spin locked population.

Thus,

population feeding into the ensemble of localized states can
be eliminated from consideration, and orily

thos~

which remove population from the ensemble may
studied.

b~

processes
isolated and

These features are illustrated diagramatically 1n

Figure 1 and explaiped in the figure caption.
III. Experimental
The basic experimenfal design for optically detected
I

•·

r

I

magnetic resonance (ODMR) is similar to that described
12
previously.
Microwave_pulses of the appropriate phase
were obtaihed as follows. ·The microwave

o~tp~t

of a Hewlett

Packard Model 8690B sweep oscillator was amplified by a one
wa.tt microwave traveling wave amplifier.

The output of this

amplifier was then divided into two s~parate.parallel cha~nels_
by use of Anaren Corp. 90° hybrid coupler.

Each channel

contained a 10 em General Radio adjustable sliding coaxial
\

line, a Narda variable attenuator, 20

~b!

isolators, and two

Hewlett Packard 33124A PIN diodes in series which were used
tu produce microwave pulses of the desired duration.

The

/

6

pin diodes were driven by National Semiconductor DH0035CG
current drivers which were controlled .by TTL logic circ~its
designed and constructed in this laboratory.
were then recombined by an Anaren

~80°

The two channels

hybrid coupler, and

the resultant microwave pulse sequence was passed thr6ugh a
I

Hewlett Pac~~rd 8430A band pass filter to re~ove low frequency
Finally, the microw~ve'pulses were

switching transienti.

amplified by a 20 watt TWT amplifier whose output was
directed into a 50

n

coaxial cable and terminated into a

slow wave helix which contained the sample.
were made by

~bserving

the response of a

detector to the incident power

f~om

Phase adjustments

crys~al

diode

the individual signals

_when separate channels were switched on and to-the resultant
signal when_ two channels were opened

conc~rrently

and added

together.
The spin lock experiment was performed on two systems·,
h -1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobepzene Ch 2 -TCB) in
2

d -1,~,4,5

2

tetra-

S

chlorobenzene (d 2 -TCB) an~ h 2 -1~~,4,5 tetrachloro~enzene in
13 14
..
h 14 -durene,
'
wh1ch are examples·of a "shaliow" localized
state and a "deep" localized state, respectively.

The

preparation and characterization of the samples are described
.
6
.
-1
elsewhere.
h 2 -TCB 1s 23.5 em
below the k = 0 state of the
6
d 2 -TCB exciton band and h -TCB is 1456 cm- 1 below the k = 0
2
.
'
. 15
'
state of the h 14 -durene
exciton band. The D-E and the 2E
transitions wey>e used for these systems respectively.

The

7

transition frequencies for h -TCB in d -TCB and h -TCB in
2
2
2
·h -durene are 3.578 GHz and 1.746 GHz. The samples were
14
I

suspended in a liquid helium cryostat in contact with the
liquid helium bath.

Temperatures below 4.2°K were reached

by pumping on the helium, and the bath temperature was
obtained from measurements of the vapor pressu~e of helium
gas in the cryostat.

In the experiment, the sample was

continuously illuminated ,by a PEK 100 watt Hg-Xe lamp whose
.

0

light was filtered by a Schott 3100 A_ interference filter.
The _intensity of phosphorescence from the electronic origi_n
of each sample was monitored while the spin locking microwave
pulse sequence was applied.

The change in phosphorescence

intensity.was time averaged with a Varian Model C-1024 CAT.
IV.

Results
figure 1 illustrates iri a purely schematic fashion the

relationship of the phosphorescence intensity to state of
the electron spin ensemble in,the laboratory frame and interaction representation.
tetrachlorobenzene Tx

Experimental data for the h -1,2,4,5
2
+

Ty transition in a d 2 -1,2,4,5 tetra-

chlorobenzene host is presented in Figure 2.
the change in phosphorescence intensity,
induced by t_he final

1T /2

pulse

a~

~-

An· example of
(cf. Figure

1)~

a function of the spin lock

time T at 1. 8° K is presented in the lower por,tion of Figure 2.
The signal to noise of the data illustrated is representative

I

8

of 600 ·time averaged accumulations at a· rate of 5 per second.
1

'

•

A semilog plot of

~I

)

·versus the spin lock time T reveals an
.j

exponential decay with a T 1 P of 4.95 msec at 1.8°K.
illustrated in the upper portion . of Figure · 2.

This is

When t.he same

·!

experiment is repeated with h -TCB doped into h ~durene
14
2
(1% m/m), T P is found to be
1

= 24

ms).

significantl~

longer lT(l/e)

.i

Moreover,·when the temperature dependence of

h -TCB in h -durene was investigated,
14
2

T

1~

was found to be

invariant within experimental error throughout
4.2°K t6 1.5°K.

~he ~ange

from

This is illustrated in the lower portion of
\..

Figure 3 in which KT
is plotted against 1/T. On, the. other
·,
. lp
hand, for h -TCB in d -TCB, ~he data revealed a dramatic·
2
2
temperature dependence.

T

1p

varied more ~ha~ an order of
.

magnitude in the limited range from 1. 4° K t'o 2.1° K. · Due to
the unavailability of f~st transient averaging equ{pment,

oi

the results

these ~reliminary experiment~ could ~ot be

_extended to higher temperaturep.

A

semil~g

p

plot of K

for

,.
!

·h2-TCB in

d ~TCB

2

of Figure 3.

versus 1/T is

gi~en

in the upper portion
T

Kp was obtained by subtracting KL and K lpm

measured in the durene host from KT
measured 1n d 2 -TCB.
'·
lp
KP, the phonon assisted rate constant, is seen to be a rapidly
changing rion-exponential function of temperature.

9

V.

Model for the Decay of Localized States into the
Delocalized Band States
Qualitatively, we view the decay of the localized state

, .
16,17 exc1ton
.
b an d as f o 1 lows.
into the delocalized

One or

more phonoris interact with a localized state to produce an
o~more

intermediate .state which is degenerate with one
the wave ve6t6r states of the exciton band.
intermediate

the~

This

of

localiz~d

decays raaiationlessly into the band, and

the radiationless relaxation process is displayed in the form
.
18
.
of a Golden Rule rate.
The assumptions implicit in this
model are that the creation of the intermediate state is a
19
,~~ochastic.process
and that the depay into the band is
.'·
\

.

;

i~~~versible in .the Sense that recurrence

20 . '
1s negligible

because of the high density of band states and the fi.ni te
lifetime of the k states into which

~he

evolves~

intermediate

Quantitatively, the probability per unit time of a
localized state,. jT>, interacting with a single phonon, P(~),
of energy E a~d- decaying into a specific band state jk>, via
an intermediate state,
.

jT.> having energy E. is given by
1

.

.

•

.

1

-

2

.

I

j(T.•P(E-E.)jH
Elk·P(E-E.))f
p(E.)
1
1
T
l
·
1 .

[2]

10

<n(E)>T is

~he

average number of phonons having energy E at

temperature·T given by the Planck distribution function.

21 22
,

,,
j<T·P(E)jHTPITiP(E-Ei)>j is the probability of creating the
~ntermediate

Ti·

Matrix elements of HTP depend explicitly on

spacial coordinates but are taken to be spin indep~ndent 1n
the sense that the electron spin dipolar interactions do not
effect the overall promotion rate.
sing~e

Bpth direct and Raman

phonon processes are included by taking E

E > E., respectively.
l

= E.l

and

Unless multiphonon processes are,

~

inclu,ded, P (E) must have energy greater than or equal to Ei ·.
The radiationl~ss decay of the intermediate jT;> into the
. .

l

.

exciton manifold of k states at an energy Ei above. the local2
E. lk·P(£-E.)>j
~(E.~
ized state is given by I<T·.·P(~-t.)jH
l
l
T
··
l
l
where p(E.) is the exciton density of states function evaluated
l

at Ei.
The total probability per unit time for the phonon
assisted promotion of a localized.state to the exciton band,
p

K , is obtained by

s~mming

over' al::l phono,ns with energy .E 2: · Ei.

and then summing over all intermediate states

jT.> which have
l

-

. energies Ei equal to the energies of the band k states·, i.e. ,

[3]

If the multiple phonon processes are important, then the
matrix elements in Eqs. [2] and [3] are

~edified

to include

'

11

the interaction of the localized state with the additional
phonons.

For the two phonon case, one must include the two

phon6ns, P(E) and P(E').

<n(E)>T ~s replaced w~th <n(E)>T

<n(E 1 )>T and a summation over all pairs of initial apd final
phonons which conserve the energy of the overall process must
be performed in Eq. [ 3].

Extent ion to higher order processes

. is straightforwar~.
VI.

Conclusions

(1)

The fact that the T1 p_for
'

h ~TCB

2

in h
'

\

14 -durene is

long and temperature independent makes it reasonable to
p

conclude that K , the phonon assisted promotion rate constant,
fbr this system is zero and that KT

1

is just the sum of K

lp
This is not surprising in view of the large

T

and K lpm

1 15
(1456 cm- )
energy difference between the lo6alized h -TCB
2
3 rrrr* state and the durene triplet band.
From an independent
measurement of the T X and Ty sublevel decay rate constants
(K

X

-

=

27.8 sec
-

of 29.1 sec

-1

-1

; Ky = 3-0.3 sec -l)
1

for k , the

rat~

13

in this system, a value

constant for depay to the

ground state from the spin lock state is obtained.
I

.

Thus,

the spin lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame can

Eq.

[1 J and Figure 3.

T - - = K-l
= 7 7. 0 ms
~p
Tlpm
and appears to be temperature independent over the limited
be determined from

range investigated.'

12

(2)

In an independent investigation of

6

the h -TCB 3 nn*
2

state in the d -TCB host it has -been shown that in the
2
temperature region 1.38°K to 2.1°K, the phonon assisted
promotion of the h 2 -TCB state to the d 2 -TCB exciton band 1s

\

~!

\..

becoming appreciable, although a quantitative measurement
of the rate was not determined.

This was es-tablished from

the explicit temperature dependence of the h:z-TCB and hd-TCB
phosphorescence in

~

d -TCB crystal and the
2

~elationship

of

this dependence to the Boltzmann thermal equilibrium between
exciton states and multiple trap states in this system.
From these investigations, we have established that in the
temperature region 1.3°K

to~l.9°K

the localized

npt in thermal equilibria with the d 2 -TCB

s~ates

band·stat~s

are.
but

that there is promdtion to the band and that.the phonon
assisted promotion rate for h 2 :..TCB to the ct -TCB band mu,st
2
be rapidly increasing with temperature to account for
Boltzmann equilibrium between the localized and delocalized
\

..

L

states above ~- 2.4°K . . Making the assumption that K

and

T

K lpm are approximately the same for h -TCB in the two hosts
2
(h 14 -durene and ct ~TCB), Kp can be determined as a function

2

(,.

.

of temperature.

This is illustrated by the semi log plot of

the data in the upper portion of Figure 3;
Since Kp lS large
T
1
K
lpm, changes 1n these latter two rate
K
and
relative to

-

constants due to the d 2 -TCB host w~ll not significantly affect
the magnitude of Kp determined at each temperature and will

I

'.

13

certainly not alter the steep temperature dependence of the
promotion rate constant.

A significant feature of the

temperature dependent promotion rate is that it

lS

clearly

non-exponential .
. The relation of these preliminary experimental results
to the model outline above has been

examined~

For the

temperatures over which the experiments were performed, it
is expected that only the acoustic phonon branches will have
appreciable· population.

Unfortunately,

.

experim~ntal

acoustic

'

phonon dispersions are unavai_lable for this system, ap.d only
a limited amount of data is available on other mole,cular
:
' .
23 24
crystals.
'
We exp~ct, however~. on the basis of the
24
23
neutron scattering r~sults in d 8 -napthalene
and artthracen~,
that the acoustic branch.is essentially.linear up to rv 10

Cl]l

-1

hence, the optic branch and the nonlinear region of th~
acoustic branch do not significantly
between 1.4 and

cha~ge

their populations

2.1°K~

It can be seen from Eqs. [2] and [3] that the phonon
assis~ed

rate of promotion is governed

~n

·first

orde~

by

the phonon distribution function. · For temperatures where
KT is muQh less than

~~

the energy difference between the

localized state and the excit6n band, one ~xpects a~
exponentially inbreasing rate constant with temperature when
only single phonon processes are considered and when only
the linear regions of the acoustic branch are populated. -

'.

14

Moreover, when KT << A, the functional relationship between
\

the rate constant and temperature (exponential vs.

non~

exponential in the range relevant to the experimental data)
is relatively insensitive to the exciton band dispersion,
and theory predicts an exponential behavior if one assumes
that the coupling of the localized state to:the phonons is
equally probable for all phonon wave vectors q, i.e.,
<T·P(£)jHTPI~i·P(£-Ei)> is q independent.

The observation of a non-exponential behavior and the
steep. temperature dependence_ ·in this li~ited ·temperatur-e
'

range suggests.that some or all of the following considerations
are important.

(a) Multiphonon.processes dominate the

promo:tion PI'Ocess; (b) ct 2 -TCB has an ·acoustic ·phonon dispersion'
that becomes significantly nonlinear at very low energies

<~ 5 qm- 1 > or (c) the cciupling of ~he phorions to the localized
states are strongly q dependent.Further experimental data and a detailed comparison of
'

the data to the above model should establish the relative
importance of the above
(3)

consid~rations.

Although these experiments have demonstrated the

temperature dependence 6f the phonon assisted-p~omotion of
localized states to the exditon band, we do.not yet know
quantitatively what fraction of the promoted intermediates
decays radiatibnlessly into the exciton band, nor do we know

15

whether or not there 1s a strong k dependence to t·he process
other than the obvious effect of a large exciton density of
states at the top and bottom of the triplet band in these
'
6 25
systems. '

In addition to the decay of a localized state into a
I

..

mobile exciton state, a second possible mechanism for the
loss of spin coherence is the creation of a localized bound
phonon-exciton state.

This bound stact:e can·evolve into a

mobile state,in which case it may be viewed merely as a short
lived intermediate, or it can relax back into the ensemble of
non-phonon excited localized states ,after

a time

period long

enough for it to have lost phase coherence with the spin
l~c~ed ensemble.

'The temperature dependence of the production

of bound and mobile exciton states is likeiy to be the same.
~arlier experiments have ~emonstrated the redistribution of

·

3

the h -TCB
2

nn

s';.

-

state energy to other (hd-TCB) localized

2

thed -T~B

states via

band states implying that the production

of mobile excitons must account for a significant part of
.

.

p

the measured values of K .

However, if bound phonon-exciton_

intermediat;es can exist in this type of. process, they will
',

.

also contr1bute to

. Kp

.

Additional experiments are currently

being pursued in this laboratory to determine the extent of
p

these two contributions to the magnitude of K .

16
•.
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Figure' 1:

{A)

A diagrammatical representation of the rotating
frame pseudomagnetization for a system in
which intersystem crossing occurs only to one
lcivel;

Ci)

pseudomagnetization before the

application of microwaves; (b) after initial
w/2 pulse applied along the rotating

fra~e

x-axis; (b') the field is shift~d 90° to the
y-axis spin locking the initial pseudomagnetization.

The partial disk indicates
/

incoming population being driven in a plane
perpendicular to the spin locked population;
(c) a component of

p~eudomagnetization

developing along the negative y-axis due to
longitudinal relaxation along the spin locking
field is ind,icated by the do~ble headed arrow.
The disk represents entering population after
several hundred nanoseconds

incohere~tly

distributed and processing about the spin
locking field; (d) after the application of
the final w/2 pulse along the x direction, the
remaining spin iock population is restored
to the z-axis.
(b)

An illustration of the spin sublevel population
.change in the laboratory frame

unde~

the
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application of the spin locking pulse
seq~ence

.,

(a)

All population in the middle

spin sublevel; ·.·(b) microwaves couple the
middle and bottom sublevel for a time which
produces a n/2 pulse.

The sublevel populations

are equalized; (b') the.system iE spin locked.
The coherent population is

equ~lly

distributed

between the two spin sublevels. but ,incoherent
populatiort begins to enter; (c)·the coherent
population decreases and the incoherent
population becomes

~qually

distributed; (d)

the final n/2 pulse in6rease~ the bottom sublevel population.
the
(C)

inco~erent

No changes occur due to -

population.

A representation oi-the microwave pulse
sequence.

(D)·

Illustration of the chang~ in the phosphorescence
intensity as observ~d in an a6tual experiment
due to the spin locking pulse sequence.
change in intensity labeled

~I

The

is caused by

the application of the final n/2 pulse and
is proportional to the spin locked pseudomagnetization-remaining at

tim~ T.
-

I

',

(.

\
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Figure 2:

The lower portion is typical experimental measure.ments of the change in the phosphorescence intensity
due .to the final n/2 probe pulse at various times.
A semilogarithmic plot of these

~I

values. is plotted

against time in the upper part of the figure.
/t

,The

decay is exponential.

)
j

Figure 3:- The.lower

po~tion

is a semilogarithmic plot of the

~ate constant for the,loss of spin l~cked populati;n

versus 1/T for the h -1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobenzene
2
in· h

14

-durene system.

locaiized state
~

-~-~--·----~-.is

(~ ~

This is an example of a deep
1
1450 cm- ) 'and
the rate constant
.

-teJJ1perature independent..

.a plot of the rate constant

The upper portion is
fo~

the loss of the

localized stati spin locked population due only
to the promotion to delocalized band states for
h -TCB in
2

2

d -TCB-(~

= 23.5

'-1 ).
em

A model for the

observed temperature dependence is presented 1n

'

the text.

I

,
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OPTICALLY DETECTED SPIN LOCKING IN THE PRESENCE OF FLUCTUATING SPIN SUBLEVEL POPULATIONS
(The Relationship between the Laboratory Frome ~nd the Interaction Representation)
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T 1P FOR h -I, 2, 4, 5 TETRACHLOROBENZENE IN d 2 -I, 2, 4, 5 T~TRACHLDROBENZENE
2
.
. t::. =2~,5 em -I, Lx -'t.y TRANSITION (3.~780 GHz)

.K =202 sec-1
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Fig. 2
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THE DEC.AY OF LOCALIZED STATES INTO DELOCALIZED BAND STATES
;
~

;

h2 -I, 2, 4, 5 Tetrachlorobenzene in
d2 -I, 2, 4, 5 Tetrachloroqenzene

tJ. =23.5 cm- 1
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0

0::

f

h2- 1,'2,1 5

Tetrochloro~enzene in h14 - Durene
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